Digital Media, Blog / Commentary
First Place: Nirupama Vaidhyanathan, “Amar, Akbar, Anthony - we are all the same” India Currents

Digital Media, Business/Technology Story
First Place: Lauren Smiley, Lauren Murrow, “What Happens When We Let Tech Care For Our Aging Parents” Wired.com
Second Place: Ellen Huett, Olivia Zaleski, “Juicero Feeling the Squeeze” Bloomberg
Third Place: Ian King, Ed Hammond, Dinesh Nair, “Broadcom’s Record Qualcomm Chase” Bloomberg

Digital Media, Columns-Features
First Place: Jaya Padmanabhan, “Now and Then column: Memories, Immigration and Assimilation” India Currents
Second Place: Jaya Padmanabhan, “Dare to Speak Up?” India Currents

Digital Media, Columns-News/Political
First Place: Sarita Sarvate, “Trump is Right” India Currents
Second Place: Kalpana Mohan, “Creating Beta Clones” India Currents
Third Place: Nirupama Vaidhyanathan, “Be a Man” India Currents

Digital Media, Documentary
First Place: Danny Gold, Debbie Schedivy, Hunter Holcombe, Paul Donatelli, Joel Stonington, “Silicon Valley's Doomsday: Prepping For An Economic Apocalypse” AJ+

Digital Media, Environment/Nature Report
First Place: AJ+ Staff, “Inside Trump's Attack On Bears Ears National Monument” AJ+

Digital Media, Feature Story / Light Nature
First Place: Sarah Frier, “Snap Rankles Venice Neighbors” Bloomberg
Second Place: Shane Downing, “San Francisco's Nameless Giant: In Search Of The City's Tallest Tree” Hoodline
Third Place: Shane Downing, “That Time San Francisco Tried To Annex Oakland, Berkeley And Most Of The Bay Area” Hoodline

Digital Media, Feature Story / Serious Nature
First Place: Lauren Smiley, Lauren Murrow, “A Murder Shatters the Dreams of Immigrant Tech Workers” Wired.com
Second Place: Mark Bergen, Brad Stone, “Everyone’s Mad at Google and Sundar Pichai Has to Fix It” Bloomberg
Third Place: Eric Newcomer, Olivia Zaleski, “When Their Shifts End, Uber Drivers Set Up Camp in Parking Lots Across the U.S.” Bloomberg
Digital Media, Investigative Reporting
First Place: Peter Waldman, Kartikay Mehrotra, “America's Deadly Industries” Bloomberg
Second Place: Emily Chang, Olivia Zaleski, Eric Newcomer, Sarah McBride, Ellen Huet, “VC Investor Shervin Pishevar Accused of Misconduct” Bloomberg
Third Place: Shane Downing, Jessica Park, “It's A Fact: The Castro's Retail Vacancy Problem Has Gotten Even Worse” Hoodline

Digital Media, News Story
First Place: Shane Downing, “Castro's Homeless Barricades Now Pose Barrier To Neighbors With Disabilities” Hoodline
Second Place: Shane Downing, “With New Zones Proposed, SF’s Parking Permit Program Leaves Neighbors Divided” Hoodline
Third Place: Mark Hedin, “Fiscal sponsors bold role in removing Confederate statues from New Orleans” San Francisco Study Center

Digital Media, Photography / Sports
First Place: Scot Tucker, “Cincinnati Reds vs San Francisco Giants” SFBay.ca
Second Place: Scot Tucker, “Cincinnati Reds vs San Francisco Giants” SFBay.ca
Third Place: Scot Tucker, “San Diego Padres vs San Francisco Giants” SFBay.ca

Digital Media, Public Affairs Program (Staff of 5+)
First Place: Palo Alto Weekly staff, “Behind the Headlines” Palo Alto Online

Digital Media, Series or Continuing Coverage
First Place: AJ+ Staff, “AJ+ Presents: Guns In America” AJ+
Second Place: Julia Cheever, “PG&E pipeline sentencing” Bay City News
Third Place: Julia Cheever, “Trump's travel bans appealed” Bay City News

Digital Media, Sports Feature
First Place: Alforde Joaquin, “Gilroy Wrestling” GetSportsFocus
Second Place: Terence Scott, “SF State basketball turns heads with historic season” SFBay.ca
Third Place: Shayna Rubin, “Matt Cain's final start stirs reflection from Dave Righetti” SFBay.ca

Digital Media, Videography
First Place: Alforde Joaquin, “Gilroy Wrestling” GetSportsFocus
Second Place: Todd Johnson, Ron Leuty, Kevin Truong, “Joe Lacob is at the top of his game with the Golden State Warriors” San Francisco Business Times

Magazines/Trade Publications, Blog / Commentary
First Place: Jim Kirkland, “Letter from the Editor” Climate Magazine

Magazines/Trade Publications, Business/Technology Story
First Place: Shannon Vallor, Steven Saum, Josh Cochran, DJ Stout, Jane Hambleton, “Artificial Intelligence and Public Trust” Santa Clara Magazine
Magazines/Trade Publications, Columns-Features
First Place: Emily Mangini, “Food by Emily Mangini” Climate Magazine
Second Place: Jim Clifford, “History by Jim Clifford” Climate Magazine

Magazines/Trade Publications, Cover Design
First Place: Brian Stauffer, Steven Saum, DJ Stout, Jane Hambleton, Monique Beeler, “Justice for All” Santa Clara Magazine
Second Place: Claire Giffen, Dale Johnston, Staff, “From USF With Love: Remembering the Haight-Ashbury era” USF Magazine
Third Place: Tim O’Brien, Steven Saum, DJ Stout, Jane Hambleton, Ron Hansen, “The Good, the Bad, and the Kid” Santa Clara Magazine

First Place: Emma Marris, Steven Saum, DJ Stout, Jane Hambleton, Jason Holley, “Cut & Paste Conservation” Santa Clara Magazine
Second Place: Candice Bernd, Zoe Loftus-Farren, Maureen Nandini Mitra, “America's Toxic Prisons” Earth Island Journal

Magazines/Trade Publications, Feature Layout Design
First Place: Jane Hambleton, DJ Stout, Jason Holley, Steven Saum, Emma Marris, “Cut & Paste Conservation” Santa Clara Magazine
Second Place: Miranda Bague, Staff, “America's Cyber Czar, Hacked” USF Magazine
Third Place: Michelle Wilkinson, “Through the Lens” Traditions Magazine

Magazines/Trade Publications, Feature Story / Light Nature
First Place: Nicole Meldahl, “Summer of Love” USF Magazine
Second Place: Antonia Ehlers, “Ryan Svendsen ’06 Pursues His Passion in the City of Stars” Traditions Magazine
Third Place: Janet McGovern, “History's Messages Are in the Bottles” Climate Magazine

Magazines/Trade Publications, Feature Story / Serious Nature
First Place: Steven Saum, Ron Hansen, DJ Stout, Jane Hambleton, Monique Beeler, “Courage Central” Santa Clara Magazine
Second Place: Deborah Lohse, Steven Saum, DJ Stout, Jane Hambleton, Justin Gerdes, “The Most Important Lawsuit on the Planet” Santa Clara Magazine
Third Place: Ed Carpenter, “America's Cyber Czar, Hacked” USF Magazine

Magazines/Trade Publications, Headline
First Place: Steven Saum, Ron Hansen, Matt Morgan, Monique Beeler, Emma Marris, “Welcome to Headlineland: Santa Clara Magazine 2017” Santa Clara Magazine
Second Place: Janet McGovern, “For This Collector, History's Messages Are in the Bottles” Climate Magazine
Third Place: Janet McGovern, “Redwood City's Fireworks Show is Patriotic Punctuation” Climate Magazine
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Magazines/Trade Publications, Investigative Reporting
First Place: Janet McGovern, “Helping San Mateo County's Homeless See a way Home” Climate Magazine
Second Place: Candice Bernd, Zoe Loftus-Farren, Maureen Nandini Mitra, “America's Toxic Prisons” Earth Island Journal

Magazines/Trade Publications, Photography / Feature
First Place: Jim Kirkland, “Bottled History” Climate Magazine
Second Place: Jim Kirkland, “Weighted Down” Climate Magazine
Third Place: Jim Kirkland, “Homeless” Climate Magazine

Magazines/Trade Publications, Photography / Photo Series
First Place: Frank Farris, “Symmetry Reflects Us” Santa Clara Magazine

Magazines/Trade Publications, Profile
First Place: Justin Gerdes, Steven Saum, Robert Clark, DJ Stout, Jane Hambleton, “For the Record” Santa Clara Magazine

Magazines/Trade Publications, Sports Feature
First Place: Sam Farmer, Steven Saum, DJ Stout, Jane Hambleton, Victor Juhasz, “Superman” Santa Clara Magazine
Second Place: Jonathan Allen, “A Storybook Season” Traditions Magazine

Newspapers-Daily, Columns-Features
First Place: Joel Engardio, “Feature Columns by Joel P. Engardio” San Francisco Examiner
Second Place: Dave Price, “Dave Price's feature columns” Palo Alto Daily Post
Third Place: Jon Mays, “Columns by Jon Mays” San Mateo Daily Journal

Newspapers-Daily, Columns-News/Political
First Place: Joe Fitzgerald Rodriguez, “On Guard” San Francisco Examiner
Second Place: Dave Price, “Columns by Dave Price” Palo Alto Daily Post
Third Place: Jaya Padmanabhan, “In Brown Type column: The politics of immigration and race” San Francisco Examiner

Newspapers-Daily, Entertainment Review
First Place: John Angell Grant, “Robot drama is thought provoking” Palo Alto Daily Post
Second Place: Jamie Morrow, “Jamie Morrow's reviews of "Silicon Valley"” Palo Alto Daily Post
Third Place: John Angell Grant, “Airport Insecurity,' a timely comedy” Palo Alto Daily Post

Newspapers-Daily, Feature Layout Design
First Place: Erik Oeverndiek, “Cars” San Mateo Daily Journal
Second Place: Erik Oeverndiek, “Logan” San Mateo Daily Journal
Third Place: Erik Oeverndiek, “Free Fire” San Mateo Daily Journal
Newspapers-Daily, Feature Story / Light Nature
First Place: Austin Walsh, “Just things” San Mateo Daily Journal
Second Place: Jim Clifford, “KGET a Forgotten WWII radio story” San Mateo Daily Journal
Third Place: Jen Nowell, “After 87 years, toy store to close” Palo Alto Daily Post

Newspapers-Daily, Feature Story / Serious Nature
First Place: Daniel Brown, “Konrad & Carew: How an NFL player's donated heart saved a baseball Hall of Famer” San Jose Mercury News
Second Place: Joel Engardio, “Saving Mohammad” San Francisco Examiner
Third Place: Evan Sernoffsky, “SFs Golden Dragon massacre: 40 years later, victims still have scars” San Francisco Chronicle

Newspapers-Daily, Front Page Design
First Place: Dave Price, “Wine Country Fires” Palo Alto Daily Post
Second Place: Ming Vong, Montse Reyes, “Living in the Ice Age” San Francisco Examiner
Third Place: Dave Price, “Vegas massacre” Palo Alto Daily Post

Newspapers-Daily, Headline
First Place: Dave Price, “Feathers fly over Cuckoos Nest” Palo Alto Daily Post
Second Place: Dave Price, “Bill O'Reilly enters the no job zone” Palo Alto Daily Post
Third Place: Dave Price, “Green light for Greenheart” Palo Alto Daily Post

Newspapers-Daily, Investigative Reporting
First Place: Julia Prodis Sulek, “Hanging: The Mysterious Case of the Boy in the Barn” The Mercury News and East Bay Times
Second Place: Jen Nowell, “Assistant principal's notes about her boss are revealed” Palo Alto Daily Post
Third Place: Evan Sernoffsky, “Where the blazes began” San Francisco Chronicle

Newspapers-Daily, News Story
First Place: Matthias Gafni, “Exclusive: SFO near miss might have triggered greatest aviation disaster in history” The Mercury News and East Bay Times
Second Place: Emily Mibach, “Light shed on college district's $140 million loss” Palo Alto Daily Post
Third Place: Michael Barba, “SF car break-ins up by 1,000s, nearly triple in Mission” San Francisco Examiner

Newspapers-Daily, Photography / News
First Place: Karl Mondon, Julia Prodis Sulek, “Narrow Escape, Viral Photo, Happy Ending” The Mercury News and East Bay Times

Newspapers-Daily, Profile
First Place: Mark MacNamara, Michael Zwiebach, “The Extremity of Love: Wu Han and David Finckels Chamber Music Odyssey (Part 1)” San Francisco Classical Voice (SFCV.org)
Second Place: Dave Price, “Legendary Channel 7 anchor Van Amburg dies” Palo Alto Daily Post
Third Place: Mark MacNamara, Michael Zwiebach, “Midori is in the Zone” San Francisco Classical Voice
Newspapers-Daily, Series or Continuing Coverage
First Place: Jondi Gumz, “Crisis intervention training comes to Santa Cruz County” Santa Cruz Sentinel
Third Place: Michael Barba, “Coverage of murder trial of suspect in killing of Kate Steinle” San Francisco Examiner

Newspapers-Daily, Sports Feature
First Place: Daniel Brown, “Konrad & Carew: How an NFL players donated heart saved the life of a baseball Hall of Famer” The Mercury News and East Bay Times
Second Place: Daniel Brown, “Where Have You Gone, Tim Linecum?” San Jose Mercury News
Third Place: Ryan Gorcey, “Cal's Canha Takes a Stand with Maxwell” 247Sports.com

Newspapers-Non-Daily, Blog / Commentary
First Place: Heather Bailey, “Fire reflections” Windsor Times
Second Place: Kanani Cortez, “South City student finds her voice despite deep funding cuts” El Tecolote
Third Place: Henrietta J Burroughs, “Celebrating History and Diversity” East Palo Alto Today

Newspapers-Non-Daily, Business/Technology Story
First Place: Cromwell Schubarth, “Cybersecurity tech heats up” Silicon Valley Business Journal
Second Place: Ron Leuty, “Team Player” San Francisco Business Times
Third Place: Mark Calvey, “Bay Area, Gray Area” San Francisco Business Times

Newspapers-Non-Daily, Columns-News/Political
First Place: Ray Holley, “Columns” The Healdsburg Tribune
Second Place: Nestor Castillo, “Centrospective” El Tecolote
Third Place: Jonathan Greenberg, “Six Reasons to Vote No on Measure A, the Marijuana Hypocrisy Tax” The Sonoma Independent

Newspapers-Non-Daily, Entertainment Review
First Place: Karla Kane, “Positive vibrations” Palo Alto Weekly
Second Place: Julia Park Tracey, “A Cage of Her Own” North Bay Bohemian

Newspapers-Non-Daily, Feature Layout Design
First Place: Doug Magill, Vicki Thompson, “Franchises on the Menu” Silicon Valley Business Journal
Second Place: Mitch Green, “It's happening here” San Francisco Business Times
Third Place: Mitch Green, “Mid-Market's future: slow to arrive” San Francisco Business Times

Newspapers-Non-Daily, Feature Story / Light Nature
First Place: Tony Payne, Victoria Terheyden, Jordan Jimenez, “Under the Hood of San Francisco's Most Innovative Classroom” Archbishop Riordan High School
Second Place: Karla Kane, “Not perfect? No problem” Palo Alto Weekly
Third Place: Gennady Sheyner, “Guardians of the code” Palo Alto Weekly
Newspapers-Non-Daily, Feature Story / Serious Nature
First Place: Peter Lawrence Kane, “Green-Light District” SF Weekly
Second Place: Jocelyn Dong, Veronica Weber, “Housing for good” Palo Alto Weekly
Third Place: Sue Dremann, “In the shadow of deportation” Palo Alto Weekly

Newspapers-Non-Daily, Front Page Design
First Place: Joanna Ruckman, “Women's Issue #5” El Tecolote
Second Place: Doug Magill, Ryan Fernandez, “What is the future for downtown San Jose?” Silicon Valley Business Journal
Third Place: Mitch Green, “Page 1 Feb. 3” San Francisco Business Times

Newspapers-Non-Daily, Headline
First Place: Ryan Fernandez, “Yuan some of this?” Silicon Valley Business Journal
Second Place: Ron Leuty, “Why Chuck Norris wants to roundhouse kick this S.F. health care giant” San Francisco Business Times
Third Place: Gabriela Aleman, “Calle 24 tells Ford bike share program to stay” El Tecolote

Newspapers-Non-Daily, Investigative Reporting
First Place: Bleys Rose, Rollie Atkinson, Frank Robertson, Amie Windsor, Heather Bailey, “Outdoors in paradise” Sonoma West Times & News
Second Place: Alexis Terrazas, “Identity Revealed: Bay Area neo-Nazi hid in plain sight” El Tecolote
Third Place: Paul Kozakiewicz, Thomas Pendergast, “Plan to protect neighborhoods abandoned” Richmond ReView/Sunset Beacon

Newspapers-Non-Daily, News Story
First Place: Katie Burke, Blanca Torres, Kevin Truong, Richard Procter, Todd Johnson, “After the Fires” San Francisco Business Times
Second Place: Ray Holley, “Healdsburg man living and dying on his own terms” The Healdsberg Tribune

Newspapers-Non-Daily, Photography / Feature
First Place: Ray Holley, “Taking time to honor veterans” The Healdsberg Tribune
Second Place: Jonathan Greenberg, “U HATE ME I LOVE YOU/S.F. Stands Up to Hate” The Sonoma Independent

Newspapers-Non-Daily, Photography / News
First Place: Desiree Rios, “Muslim ban ignites fierce protest at SFO” El Tecolote
Second Place: Gabriella Angotti-Jones, “Upheaval at Berkeley Trump Rally” El Tecolote

Newspapers-Non-Daily, Photography / Photo Series
First Place: Angelica Ekeke, “Who we are: A will to adorn” El Tecolote
Second Place: Vicki Thompson, “Japantown keeps unique history, commerce alive in San Jose” Silicon Valley Business Journal
Third Place: Vicki Thompson, “Hot summer nights bring out cool art in the South Bay” Silicon Valley Business Journal
Newspapers-Non-Daily, Series or Continuing Coverage
First Place: Elena Kadvany, “Sexual misconduct in Palo Alto schools” Palo Alto Weekly
Third Place: Matthew Bajko, “LGBT data collection underway in CA, SF” Bay Area Reporter

Public Relations, Press Releases
First Place: Robert Jordan, “Prelude to global extinction: Stanford biologists say disappearance of species tells only part of the story of human impact on Earth’s animals” Stanford Woods Institute for the Environment
Second Place: Robert Jordan, “Stanford researchers team up to reduce pollution and improve health” Stanford Woods Institute for the Environment
Third Place: Robert Jordan, “Allowing polluters to offset carbon emissions by paying forest owners effectively reduces greenhouse gases, Stanford study finds” Stanford Woods Institute for the Environment

Radio/Audio-Non-Commercial, Documentary
First Place: Angela Johnston, Eli Wirtschafter, Julie Caine, Chris Hoff, James Rowlands, “High-speed rail’s vexed crawl up California” KALW

Radio/Audio-Non-Commercial, Feature Story / Light Nature
First Place: Jeremy Jue, Lisa Morehouse, James Rowlands, Gabe Grabin, “Lasting letters: Leaving a legacy behind” KALW

Radio/Audio-Non-Commercial, Feature Story / Serious Nature
First Place: Ninna Gaensler-Debs, Raquel Maria Dillon, James Rowlands, “Bay Area Haitians react to Trump immigration order” KALW
Second Place: Michael Zwiebach, Mark MacNamara, “In an Age of Ultra-Nationalism What Happens to Music” San Francisco Classical Voice (SFCV.org)

Radio/Audio-Non-Commercial, Investigative Reporting
First Place: Kanwalroop Kaur Singh, Ben Trefny, Gabe Grabin, “Unearthing the Green Revolution” KALW

Radio/Audio-Non-Commercial, News Story
First Place: Marissa Ortega-Welch, Lisa Morehouse, Chris Hoff, James Rowlands, “Vote could freeze Bay Area refinery emissions” KALW

Radio/Audio-Non-Commercial, Public Affairs Program (Staff of 1-4)
First Place: Matt Martin, Rose Aguilar, Malihe Razazan, Kevin Vance, “Your Call” KALW
Second Place: Bill Buchanan, Jim Buchanan, “A Remarkable Yolo County Turnaround Story” KDRT Radio
Third Place: James Henderson, “Kate Hanni - Founder of Flyers Rights Part 1” KHMB Radio

Radio/Audio-Non-Commercial, Series or Continuing Coverage
First Place: Angela Johnston, Holly J. McDede, Eli Wirtschafter, Lee Romney, Jenee Darden, “Cannabis in California” KALW
Radio/Audio-Non-Commercial, Sports Feature
First Place: Luke Colondres, Louis A. Scott, Marissa Ortega-Welch, Ben Trefny, “Building a team within prison walls” KALW

Television/Video, Documentary
First Place: Henni Espinosa, Jeremiah Ysip, Jon Santos, Mike Carrion, Patrick Luna, “Box City” ABS-CBN Int'l (The Filipino Channel
Second Place: Dena Takruri, Shadi Rahimi, Youssif Salah, Alessandra Ram, Kevin Gong, “War on the Korean Peninsula” AJ+

Television/Video, Feature Story / Light Nature
First Place: Estefany Méndez, Joe Perry, Jeremiah Ysip, “THE BEAT OF JUSTICE” ”SON DE LUCHA” KDTV Univision 14
Second Place: Alecia Reid, “Woman Gets New Kidney Due to Our Coverage” KRON 4

Television/Video, Feature Story / Serious Nature
First Place: Dena Takruri, Shadi Rahimi, Dariel Medina, David Levitz, Kevin Gong, “The Refugees Germany Doesn't Want” AJ+
Second Place: Dena Takruri, Shadi Rahimi, Youssif Salah, Alessandra Ram, Kevin Gong, “Inside the Border with North Korea” AJ+
Third Place: Dena Takruri, Shadi Rahimi, Dariel Medina, “Hawaiian Fight for Sovereignty” AJ+

Television/Video, Live Report
First Place: Alecia Reid, Pam Moore, Steve Aveson, “U.C. Berkeley Riot” KRON 4

Television/Video, Series or Continuing Coverage
First Place: Dena Takruri, Shadi Rahimi, Dariel Medina, Melissa Aparicio, Kristina Motwani, “Undocumented Under Trump” AJ+
Second Place: Dena Takruri, Shadi Rahimi, Youssif Salah, Alessandra Ram, Kevin Gong, “War In The Koreas” AJ+

Television/Video, Sports Feature
First Place: Dena Takruri, Shadi Rahimi, Dariel Medina, Melissa Aparicio, Alessandra Ram, “Politics of Barcelona vs. Real Madrid” AJ+

Television/Video, Videography
First Place: Joe Perry, Jeremiah Ysip, “The Beat of Justice” ”Son De Lucha” KDTV Univision 14
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**Digital Media, Overall Excellence**
First Place: Jesse Garnier, Miles Garnier, Scot Tucker, “SFBay.ca 100-percent local Bay Area News, Sports and More” SFBay.ca

**Magazines/Trade Publications, Overall Excellence**
First Place: Steven Saum, Matt Morgan, Jane Hambleton, DJ Stout, Ron Hansen, “Santa Clara Magazine” Santa Clara Magazine

**Newspapers-Non-Daily, Overall Excellence**
First Place: San Francisco Business Times Staff, “San Francisco Business Times” San Francisco Business Times

**Radio/Audio-Non-Commercial, Overall Excellence**
First Place: Hana Baba, Jen Chien, Gabe Grabin, James Rowlands, Ben Trefny, “Crosscurrents” KALW